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Abstract

Understanding speciation requires determining how inherent barriers to gene flow (reproductive isolation, RI) evolve between populations. The field of population genomics attempts to address this question by characterizing genome-wide patterns of divergence between taxa, often utilizing next-generation sequencing. Here, we focus on a central assumption of such “genome scans”: regions displaying high levels of differentiation contain loci contributing to RI. Three major issues are discussed concerning the relationship between gene flow, genomic divergence, and speciation: (α) patterns expected in the presence versus absence of gene flow; (β) processes, such as direct selection and genetic hitchhiking, allowing for divergence with gene flow; and (γ) the consequences of the timing of when gene flow occurs during speciation (e.g., continuous gene flow versus gene flow following secondary contact after a period of initial allopatric divergence). Theory and existing data are presented for each issue, and avenues for future work are highlighted.
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1. INTRODUCTION: AN OVERVIEW OF POPULATION GENOMICS

Ever since Darwin, evolutionary biologists have been on a quest to understand how sexual populations diverge to become new species (Darwin 1859, Mayr 1963, Coyne & Orr 2004, Nosil 2012). A critical component of this task involves discerning how genetic barriers to gene flow evolve to reproductively isolate taxa (Coyne & Orr 2004, Gavrilets 2004). Historically, this enterprise has focused on uncovering individual genes contributing to reproductive isolation (RI). However, the emerging field of population genomics attempts to address this question by characterizing patterns of genome-wide divergence during speciation, now often utilizing next-generation sequencing (NGS) (Hudson 2008; Ellegren et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2012a,b). Such “genome scans” allow gene regions displaying exceptionally high levels of differentiation to be identified (e.g., high-$F_{ST}$ statistical “outlier loci”); if populations are in geographic contact, it can be inferred that these regions experience reduced gene flow and contain loci under divergent selection that contribute to RI (Luikart et al. 2003, Turner et al. 2005, Li et al. 2008, Stinchcombe & Hoekstra 2008, Noor & Bennett 2009, Nosil et al. 2009, Butlin 2010, Turner & Hahn 2010).

Genome scans are therefore useful in several regards. First, they aid in identifying and mapping individual candidate loci responsible for RI. Second, they can help assess the number, size, and distribution of gene regions contributing to RI (i.e., the genomic architecture of speciation). By genome architecture, we refer to general features of the organization of the genome, including gene order, gene density (number of loci per physical distance and recombination rate), and gene distribution along chromosomes, as well as structural features, such as chromosome number and size, centromere and telomere positions, and the presence of chromosomal inversions and translocations. As we discuss below, genome architecture can affect speciation through its effects on different forms of genetic hitchhiking and rates of recombination. Third, genome scans help discern the evolutionary processes driving and constraining divergence.

Several recent reviews have discussed the mapping and identification of specific genes associated with adaptation and RI (Orr et al. 2004, Presgraves 2007, Rieseberg & Blackman 2010, Barrett & Hoekstra 2011, Nosil & Schluter 2011). We refer readers to the sidebar, The Identity and Nature of Speciation Genes, and Table 1 for a brief overview concerning our current understanding of such speciation genes. NGS has perhaps had its biggest impact on the issue of genome architecture, transforming our understanding of speciation from an individual gene to a...

THE IDENTITY AND NATURE OF SPECIATION GENES

Resolution of the number and location of genes causing RI bears on the role genome architecture plays in speciation. Top-down and bottom-up approaches have been used, sometimes together, to identify such speciation genes (Michel et al. 2010). In bottom-up approaches, NGS is used to associate phenotypes with RI through test crosses mapping quantitative trait loci (QTLs), manipulative selection and transplant experiments on phenotypes testing for genetic responses, or scoring candidate loci for divergence (Coyne & Orr 2004, Barrett & Hoekstra 2011, Gagnaire et al. 2013). Top-down approaches use genome scans to identify gene regions displaying elevated divergence under the assumption that they contain RI loci (Lawrnczak et al. 2010, Ellegren et al. 2012).

Although progress has been made in identifying speciation genes, many seminal questions remain. For example, does RI most often result from differential adaptation to the environment or due to incompatible interactions between loci? What proportions of incompatibilities are associated with the external environment versus the internal genomic environment, sexual selection, meiotic drive, and genetic drift (Nosil & Schluter 2011, Schluter 2009)? What are the roles of coding versus regulatory changes in population divergence (Jones et al. 2012b)?
Table 1  Description of systems where the nature and genetic basis of traits involved in adaptation or speciation and genome-wide patterns of divergence have been described

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxa</th>
<th>Traits</th>
<th>Genomic divergence</th>
<th>References for traits</th>
<th>References for divergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Anopheles gambiae</em></td>
<td>Adaptation to broad climate and vegetation zones</td>
<td>Widespread divergence; elevated divergence at regions containing genes associated with immune function, insecticide resistance, chemoreception, and inversions</td>
<td>Coluzzi et al. 1979</td>
<td>Coluzzi et al. 1979; White et al. 2007, 2009, 2010; Lawniczak et al. 2010; Neafsey et al. 2010; Reidenbach et al. 2012; Weetman et al. 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Arabidopsis thaliana</em></td>
<td>Flowering time, freezing tolerance, climate effects on fitness</td>
<td>Widespread divergence associated with climate; numerous genes have been identified influencing flowering time and freezing tolerance. Less is known about levels of differentiation at these loci</td>
<td>Weinig et al. 2003, Stinchcombe et al. 2004, Le Corre 2005, Hannah et al. 2006, Korves et al. 2007</td>
<td>Mitchell-Olds &amp; Schmitt 2006, Van Buskirk &amp; Thomashow 2006, Fournier-Level et al. 2011, Hancock et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Coregonus sp.</em></td>
<td>Feeding morphology, body size, growth rate, swimming behavior</td>
<td>Widespread divergence; divergence tends to be accentuated at regions associated with adaptive traits; divergent regions with unknown functions also exist</td>
<td>Campbell &amp; Bernatchez 2004, Rogers &amp; Bernatchez 2006, 2007</td>
<td>Campbell &amp; Bernatchez 2004; Rogers &amp; Bernatchez 2006, 2007; Renaut et al. 2011, Gagnaire et al. 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lycaenides sp.</em></td>
<td>Male genitalia morphology, oviposition preference</td>
<td>Numerous divergent regions; regions associated with traits tend to be more divergent than regions with unknown functions; divergent regions with unknown functions also exist</td>
<td>Gompert et al. 2013</td>
<td>Gompert et al. 2012a, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxa</th>
<th>Traits</th>
<th>Genomic divergence</th>
<th>References for traits</th>
<th>References for divergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Rhagoletis pomonella</em></td>
<td>Host choice, diapause development and eclosion time</td>
<td>Elevated divergence at regions associated with diapause development and eclosion time</td>
<td>Feder et al. 2003a, Michel et al. 2010</td>
<td>Feder et al. 2003a, Michel et al. 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For several of the systems, further information is required to clarify whether gene flow has been continuous and primary or secondary during the divergence process.

Abbreviation: QTL, quantitative trait locus.

whole genome perspective. The topic of the genome-wide architecture of speciation has also been reviewed (Luikart et al. 2003, Li et al. 2008, Stinchcombe & Hoekstra 2008, Nosil et al. 2009, Butlin 2010, Feder et al. 2012a). However, past reviews have not focused on the major assumption often used to interpret patterns of divergence in genome scans, namely that ongoing gene flow between populations homogenizes variation in genomic regions not affected by divergent selection or RI (Noor & Bennett 2009, Turner & Hahn 2010). We therefore focus on this issue here and organize our discussion around three major topics concerning the relationship between gene flow, genomic divergence, and speciation: (a) a comparison of patterns of genomic divergence expected in the presence versus absence of gene flow (i.e., the effects of geography on genomic divergence when speciation occurs in sympatry versus allopatry), (b) the processes allowing for divergence with gene flow and how they relate to genomic architecture and stages of speciation, and (c) the consequences of the timing of gene flow on speciation, as for example, when populations initially diverge in allopatry, but then subsequently come into secondary contact.

We begin with an introduction of the critical relationship of linkage disequilibrium to effective gene flow, patterns of genomic divergence, and speciation. We then examine each of the three main issues of geography, process, and timing, discussing theory and existing data for each issue. Our take-home message is that although progress is being made in understanding genomic divergence during speciation, key elements of theory and data are still missing. We therefore highlight directions for future work throughout this review.

2. LINKAGE DISEQUILIBRIUM AND THE SPREAD OF REPRODUCTIVE ISOLATION ACROSS THE GENOME

Speciation occurs as genetically based barriers to gene flow evolve between populations. Thus, a key measure of how far speciation has progressed is gene flow or, more accurately, the effective gene flow rate, which distinguishes the gross migration rate, $m$ (of individuals moving between populations), from the effective migration rate, $m_e$ (of introgression by the alleles these migrants carry into the alternative population) (Bengtsson 1985, Zhivotovsky & Christiansen 1995, Gavrilets & Cruzan 1998, Hendry et al. 2000, Gavrilets 2003, Bierne et al. 2011, Kobayashi & Telschow 2011, Flaxman et al. 2012). Given migration, the degree of genetic differentiation for a variable nucleotide site (abbreviated SNP hereafter, for single nucleotide polymorphism) is often assumed to be a relative measure of $m_e$, with regions showing increased frequency differences experiencing lower $m_e$ and thus containing loci under divergent selection or contributing to RI.

Another measure of population divergence of higher-order complexity than individual SNP frequency differences is the extent of statistical association or coupling between SNPs, i.e., linkage disequilibrium (LD). There are two general ways that LD can be promoted among SNPs.

---

$m$: migration rate
$m_e$: effective migration rate
SNP: single nucleotide polymorphism
LD: linkage disequilibrium
Selection-recombination antagonism: selection acts to build up, whereas recombination breaks down, adaptive associations between loci contributing to reproductive isolation.

3. ISSUE 1—DIVERGENCE WITH OR WITHOUT GENE FLOw: THEORY

Genome architecture is most relevant when speciation occurs with gene flow because in such cases an antagonism (i.e., selection-recombination antagonism) exists between divergent selection building up favorable combinations of locally adapted genes and migration and recombination breaking them down and homogenizing populations (Felsenstein 1976, 1981; Gavrilets 2004). Hence, genomic features that reduce recombination between populations (e.g., chromosomal inversions, translocations or centromeres) can enhance the effectiveness of divergent selection by initially creating and also maintaining LD (Noor et al. 2001, Rieseberg 2001, Feder & Nosil 2009, Nachman & Payseur 2012). By contrast, there is no antagonism between selection and interpopulation recombination among allopatric populations because geographic barriers preclude gene flow (Kirkpatrick & Ravigné 2002). As a result, physical linkage is not as critical for allopatric divergence because genome-wide LD is generated between populations by individuals mating and evolving independently in the physically separated demes. As such, allopatric populations are expected to readily differentiate in many genomic regions via selection, as well as by drift.

The above considerations generate the following predictions: (a) Populations undergoing speciation-with-gene-flow should be more sensitive to homogenizing gene flow and physical linkage, resulting in differentiated loci being concentrated into a smaller number of highly diverged regions (e.g., a more “L-shaped” $F_{ST}$ distribution) compared with allopatrically speciating populations (Via 2001, Savolainen et al. 2006); (b) some high-$F_{ST}$ outliers between allopatric populations will exhibit reduced gene flow if they are studied in interbreeding populations (i.e., those that contribute to RI), but others will not. This is because not all genes that diverge in allopatry will contribute to RI, and some that do, such as those generating unfit hybrids, can be eliminated by selection. We note that even these predictions are not completely straightforward, as factors, such...
as recent divergence, can result in patterns for allopatric populations that do not differ markedly from those undergoing gene flow (Nosil 2012).

4. ISSUE 1—DIVERGENCE WITH OR WITHOUT GENE FLOW: DATA

Many genome scans focus on populations believed to be undergoing gene flow because such systems provide natural laboratories for examining the speciation process (Harrison 1991). In the absence of gene flow, loci causing RI may be mapped between allopatric populations, but it cannot be directly confirmed that these genes are involved in reducing gene flow. Moreover, it can be unclear when these loci diverged and, thus, whether they were integral to speciation or arose when the process was more or less complete (Nosil & Schluter 2011).

Nevertheless, empirical studies of allopatric populations can still be very valuable for helping to understand speciation, particularly if combined with data from hybridizing populations. Empirical studies contrasting genomic divergence under different geographic modes of divergence are few, but they are beginning to accumulate and provide initial support for the predictions above. For example, Nosil et al. (2012a) showed that the distribution of locus-specific $F_{ST}$ values tended to be L-shaped, with most loci showing little or no divergence between adjacent parapatric populations experiencing high levels of gene flow (Figure 1a). By contrast, the distribution was more highly skewed to the right with more loci displaying a higher $F_{ST}$ for allopatric populations experiencing lower or no gene flow (Figure 1b). The number and size of $F_{ST}$ outlier regions has similarly been shown to vary with levels of gene flow among molecular forms of the mosquito Anopheles gambiae (Weetman et al. 2012), ecotypes of Coregonus whitefish (Gagnaire et al. 2013), and host races versus species of Rhagoletis flies (Powell et al. 2013).

Considering the second prediction, Gompert et al. (2012a) used data from two species of butterflies to pioneer an approach testing whether regions of exceptional divergence between allopatric parental populations undergo atypical patterns of introgression in admixed hybrid zones (Gompert & Buerkle 2009, 2011). As expected, they found some correspondence between locus-specific divergence among allopatric populations and locus-specific introgression in admixed populations. However, this correspondence was partial, and some loci departed strongly

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1**
Genomic divergence of *Timema cristinae* stick insect populations under different geographic settings, as indicated by the distribution of $F_{ST}$ values across loci ($n = 86,130$ single nucleotide polymorphisms) for comparisons between (a) parapatric and (b) allopatric pairs of populations [see Nosil et al. (2012a) for details]. The $F_{ST}$ distributions tended to be L-shaped for geographically adjacent parapatric population pairs and skewed to the right for allopatric populations experiencing lower gene flow.
from the relationship. Very similar trends were reported in *Timema cristinae* stick insects (Nosil et al. 2012b). Thus, geographic variation in selective regimes and genetic architecture, coupled with the potential for genetic drift between allopatric populations, can uncouple associations between locus-specific genetic divergence and locus-specific gene flow. The implication is that some strongly divergent gene regions can be “incidental” to the speciation process (Turner & Hahn 2010, Barrett & Hoekstra 2011), whereas others are not. Further studies contrasting patterns of genomic divergence in relation to patterns of gene flow are required (Lasky et al. 2012).

5. ISSUE 2—PROCESSES DRIVING DIVERGENCE WITH GENE FLOW: THEORY

5.1. Basic Theory of Genomic Divergence

Once gene flow is demonstrated between populations, a major issue is that of determining the processes driving and or constraining genetic differentiation. Three general processes can aid the evolution of RI with gene flow (Feder et al. 2012a). The first involves divergent selection acting directly on a locus (DS hereafter). Here, a major consideration is the size of the selection coefficient, \( s \), which describes the relative fitnesses of the alternate favored homozygotes in two populations. This is generally with respect to habitat performance, as compared with the gross migration rate, \( m \) (Figure 2) (Yeaman & Otto 2011, Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). (In this respect, \( s \) equates with the strength of divergent selection acting on a given homozygous variant at a locus and does not describe the relationship between genotype and phenotype, per se, except for the latter’s consequences on fitness). When \( s > \sim 0.5m \), then there is at least a fair chance that a

**Figure 2**

Establishment probabilities of divergently favored new mutations under direct selection (DS) between populations in sympatry with variable migration rates (*solid lines*) versus populations in allopatry with no migration (*dashed lines*). Four different strengths of selection are shown. The allopatric fixation probability shown is \( 2s \), whereas the establishment probabilities with gene flow were estimated using equation 9 from Yeaman & Otto (2011) on the basis of the diversification coefficient they derived. Assumptions and parameters: total population size = 1,000, codominance of alternative alleles \( (k = 0.5) \), and symmetrical divergent selection in two ecologically different habitats.
variant will establish and come to differentiate populations adapted to different habitats (Yeaman & Otto 2011). Thus, if new mutations with $s > 0.5m$ arise not infrequently in populations or exist as standing variation, then the effects of DS alone may often be sufficient for RI to increasingly evolve between taxa through time until gene flow between them ceases. This process may also be facilitated by the replacement of small-effect alleles by larger-effect ones through time (Holt & Barfield 2011, Yeaman & Whitlock 2011).

The next two factors affecting divergence are forms of genetic hitchhiking: divergence hitchhiking (DH) and genome hitchhiking (GH). We use the term hitchhiking here in the broad sense of “…the indirect effects of selection at one or more loci on the rest of the genome” (Barton 2000, p. 1553). DH invokes a key role for physical linkage (Via 2009, 2012; Via & West 2008; Via et al. 2012). In light of DH, direct selection on already diverged genes reduces $m_e$ locally for nearby surrounding sites. As a result, the chance that a new variant with selection coefficient $s$ will establish in this window of reduced $m_e$ is greater than that for direct selection acting alone on the mutation. Instead of $m$, $s$ must now be only $>\sim 0.5m_e$. GH occurs when the combined effects of divergent selection on all loci reduces $m_e$ globally to the point that many new mutations distributed across the genome have $s >\sim 0.5m_e$ and thus manage to establish (Figure 3) (Feder et al. 2012b).

As discussed below in the Section 6 on empirical data, patterns of genomic differentiation across the genome can be used to distinguish the processes driving genomic differentiation, where localized clusters of divergence can be indicative of DS or DH and genome-wide differentiation indicative of GH. Nonetheless, much heterogeneity in levels of differentiation across the genome is still expected under GH owing to variation across the genome in the distribution of sites under selection, their $s$ values, and recombination rates.

5.2. Four-Phase Model

GH and DH are not mutually exclusive processes and may act simultaneously to aid speciation-with-gene-flow. The seminal question then is what is their relative importance at different points in the speciation process? This issue is conceptualized in a four-phase model of speciation-with-gene-flow (Feder et al. 2012a). Initially in phase 1, a few loci differentiate between populations due to strong divergent selection (DS dominant phase). After this, in phase 2, local reductions in $m_e$ for sites surrounding these few, initially diverged loci can facilitate the establishment of new mutations with lower $s$ values than would be possible by DS alone. Differentiation thus sequentially builds in magnitude and spreads in width for these genomic islands of divergence during this DH-dominated phase. Then, phase 3 is reached in which the sum total of divergent selection across loci is sufficient for new mutations to effectively establish across the genome by strong or weak selection or even by genetic drift. During this GH-dominated phase, differentiation may still be heterogeneous, but the variation between regions of high and low divergence steadily decreases as the baseline level of divergence between populations rises. It is important to note that this baseline level does not necessarily reflect neutral expectation. Consequently, outlier analyses in genome scans can statistically overlook a potential role for regions of lower divergence in speciation (Michel et al. 2010). In phase 4, the congealing of the genome begun in phase 3 comes to completion, and the two taxa reach a state of low or no gene flow across the genome. We stress that transitions between the four phases are not necessarily sharp and can be diffuse. Again, DS, DH, and GH may all contribute partly to divergence in all the phases, and it is their relative contributions that differ. Nonetheless, it has been argued that reaching a stage where GH is enabled may be important for speciation-with-gene-flow (Feder et al. 2012a, 2013), resulting in RI and LD spreading across congealing genomes (Figure 3), as individual selected sites become genomically “coupled” together as a barrier to gene flow (Flaxman et al. 2013).

4.8 Feder et al.
5.3. Details of Theory and Its Predictions

Theoretical models have implied that DH can facilitate speciation-with-gene-flow, but only under certain conditions (Charlesworth et al. 1997; Feder & Nosil 2010; Feder et al. 2012a,b, 2013). We discuss details of existing theory about the buildup of divergence from new mutations below.
For DH to have substantial effects on increasing the probability of the establishment of a new divergently selected mutation, the mutations need to be close [≤ 1 centi-Morgan (cM)] to an already diverged site experiencing strong selection (s ≥ ~0.1) (Feder & Nosil 2010; Feder et al. 2012a,b, 2013). The distribution of fitness effects for new mutations also has an important impact for DH: If new mutations have large s values, DS largely determines their fates. Thus, for DH to play a greater role in speciation, the vast majority of new mutations must have s values much less than m. However, when this is the case, a large number of new mutations must establish to significantly reduce RI due to their low individual s values. Given that only a few regions of the genome will initially contain diverged loci under strong selection, the majority of new mutations will occur at sites outside the influence of DH. Thus, though these unlinked mutations will have very low probabilities of establishment, their sheer numbers may mean that many come to differentiate populations due to DS rather than DH. Hence, even when the mutational spectrum is favorable for DH, it does not mean that it will be the predominant process facilitating speciation. Finally, when m is high during early stages of speciation-with-gene-flow, tight physical linkage can actually have an overall negative effect on the rate that new divergently selected mutations establish, for example due to Hill-Robertson effects (Feder et al. 2012a,b; Flaxman et al. 2013).

For neutral sites, the conditions under which DH can generate divergence are very sensitive to the following parameters: effective population size (ne), m, s, and the number of selected loci (Charlesworth et al. 1997, Feder & Nosil 2010). When a single locus is under divergent selection, ne is not large (≤ 1,000), m is low (≤ 0.001), and selection on a linked diverged site is strong (s = 0.5), then linked neutral SNPs can display high levels of differentiation relatively far away (10–20 cM) from the selected locus. However, increasing ne or m above these levels or decreasing s for the selected locus dramatically reduces the window of neutral divergence. Increasing the number of selected loci readily results in effects of GH overcoming those of DH.

Nonetheless, there are still circumstances that are expected to enhance the contribution of DH to speciation-with-gene-flow, and these are less well explored in formal models. For example, structural features of the genome, such as chromosomal inversions and translocations, decrease recombination rates and, thus, can increase the effective range of DH along a chromosome (Feder et al. 2003b, Nosil et al. 2009, Kirkpatrick 2010, Joron et al. 2011). However, elevated divergence in chromosomal inversions could be due to factors other than divergent selection (Noor & Bennett 2009, Guerrero et al. 2012); thus, measures of selection acting on inverted regions can help to clarify their role in speciation (Lowry & Willis 2010, Ayala et al. 2013). In addition, certain forms of epistatic fitness interactions among loci can result in conditions that are favorable for DH. The role of small effective population sizes is more nuanced because although this might increase neutral divergence via DH, it could actually slow differentiation from divergently selected mutations because small populations exhibit a longer waiting time for the emergence of favored mutations and there is a higher chance for their stochastic loss. These considerations all require further theoretical analysis.

An additional factor to consider when evaluating the relative importance of DH is that when a few strongly selected sites have established in the genome, GH begins to become enabled (Feder & Nosil 2010, Flaxman et al. 2013). This has been used to argue that when speciation-with-gene-flow does occur, it may often involve a rapid transition (even a jump) from phase 1 to 3 (Feder et al. 2013, Flaxman et al. 2013). It is important to caution, however, that merely observing a number of selected sites distributed across the genome is not sufficient to verify GH, as such a pattern could still be a consequence of DS alone. In this regard, estimates are needed of m and of s.
for individual mutations to test whether several of these mutations have $s$ values lower than $0.5m$, but higher than the genome-wide estimate of $0.5m_e$, implying GH.

6. ISSUE 2—PROCESSES DRIVING DIVERGENCE WITH GENE FLOW: DATA

Interpreting process from genome scans is complicated by the problem that many theoretical predictions concerning DS, DH, and GH apply to divergently selected sites (Feder et al. 2012b, Flaxman et al. 2013), whereas patterns of differentiation are discerned from SNPs that are mostly functionally neutral, even if sometimes physically linked to selected sites. Models that better establish expectations for neutral loci are therefore needed (e.g., Guerrero et al. 2012), but some general considerations are clear. Neutral SNPs can be affected mostly by genetic drift, which at equilibrium represent a balance between $n_e, m_e$ (indirectly influenced by selection), and the neutral mutation rate ($\mu_n$). When DH causes significant local reductions in $n_e$ and $m_e$, the combined effect can influence the time it takes to reach equilibrium and elevate divergence for linked neutral SNPs compared to baseline expectations. However, as stressed above, it is not drift but the potential for hitchhiking to facilitate the establishment of new mutations causing RI that is critical for speciation.

In this regard, smaller $n_e$ might generally slow the evolution of RI. Other important parameters, such as $m$ and the fitness spectrum of new mutations, are also not revealed from genome scans. These factors underscore the importance of resolving the natural history and demographics of study systems to more accurately interpret genome scans.

Other difficulties with interpreting data also exist. For example, finding multiple SNPs with outlier status in a region does not verify multiple clustered sites under divergent selection that contribute to RI, because this could be due (under the limited conditions noted above) to a single locus under selection with the surrounding (e.g., neutral) sites showing elevated differentiation due to a combination of reduced $m_e$ and drift. For DH to be strongly enhancing speciation, it should be shown that divergently selected sites, or those contributing to RI, are sequentially accumulating near each other in a clustered distribution in the genome. This requires showing that more than one locus in a gene region is under divergent selection, a task again highlighting the need to couple studies of natural history, manipulative experiments, and mapping results with genome scans. In addition, it must be shown that such a clustering of genomic divergence is not just due to chance.

Taking these caveats and considerations into account, certain observations are nevertheless consistent with a role for DH in genomic divergence. Examples are the large regions of differentiation observed between host races of pea aphids and ecotypes of whitefish (Rogers & Bernatchez 2007, Via & West 2008, Via 2009, Renaut et al. 2011, Via et al. 2012, Gagnaire et al. 2013) and some genomic clustering of divergence in stickleback and butterfly genomes (Heliconius Genome Consort. 2012, Hohenlohe et al. 2012, Jones et al. 2012b, Roesti et al. 2012). However, other factors argue against a major role for DH. For example, many studies have reported individual regions of genomic divergence to be small (Turner et al. 2005; Turner & Hahn 2007; Strasburg & Rieseberg 2008; Strasburg et al. 2009, 2012), consistent with theoretical predictions that DH, when it occurs, will be limited to sites in very close proximity to a selected locus. A recent study in *Mimulus* monkeyflowers provides important support for this prediction by showing that a locus affecting intrinsic hybrid dysfunction diverged between populations via selection on a different locus conferring copper tolerance (i.e., hitchhiking), but one which was very tightly linked (Wright et al. 2013). Other lines of evidence argue against a key role for DH in genomic divergence. For example, even if not completely randomly distributed across the genome, outlier loci are often
Isolation by adaptation (IBA): positive correlation between adaptive phenotypic or ecological divergence between populations and their genetic differentiation that can be created by GH scattered across the genome (Nosil et al. 2009; Strasburg et al. 2009, 2012; Lawniczak et al. 2010; Michel et al. 2010; Fournier-Level et al. 2011; Hancock et al. 2011; Ellegren et al. 2012), rather than restricted to a few regions. A final note of caution is that large regions of divergence may represent regions containing multiple QTL, some of which are undetected, rather than extended hitchhiking effects of neutral SNPs from a single selected locus. Such undetected QTL could be common for traits that are hard to see or measure, such as some aspects of physiology or behavior.

How widespread divergence is across the genome can help distinguish the processes affecting genomic divergence. In this regard, studies of isolation by adaptation (IBA) can be informative, where IBA is a correlation among population pairs between their degree of adaptive divergence (e.g., inferred from ecological or phenotypic divergence) and levels of molecular genetic differentiation between them (Nosil et al. 2008, 2009; Thibert-Plante & Hendry 2010; Funk et al. 2011). For example, if IBA is restricted to just a few gene regions, it implies that DS or DH are generating divergence of those regions and $m_e$ is not sufficiently reduced by GH to generate genome-wide differentiation (Nosil et al. 2008, Thibert-Plante & Hendry 2010). A potential example concerns alfalfa and clover host races of pea aphids, where genetic divergence at loci unlinked to QTLs is near zero, implying homogenization by gene flow and a lack of GH (Via & West 2008). By contrast, IBA across most of the genome between willow and maple host forms of Neochlamisus leaf beetles is consistent with strong effects of GH (Funk et al. 2011). Other examples in a wide range of organisms have reported genome-wide IBA, a lack of IBA, or IBA restricted to a small portion of the genome (reviewed by Nosil et al. 2009). Further empirical work on IBA, especially in relation to the selective neutrality and genomic distribution of gene regions examined, is warranted.

7. ISSUE 3—TIMING OF GENE FLOW AND PRIMARY VERSUS SECONDARY CONTACT: THEORY

Even if a period of gene flow can be shown to have occurred during divergence, it often remains untested whether gene flow occurred during primary versus secondary contact. This distinction is important because if secondary contact is involved, then regions of divergence may not reflect the buildup of RI but rather its maintenance upon secondary contact or variation in breakdown upon secondary contact (Dieckmann & Doebeli 1999, Gavrilets 2003, Barluenga et al. 2006, Bolnick & Fitzpatrick 2007, Fitzpatrick et al. 2008, Mallet et al. 2009). The significance of DH for speciation has been mainly considered in terms of how it can help drive speciation de novo in the face of continuous gene flow. However, as discussed below, care must be taken in interpreting genome scans when secondary contact is known, suspected, or cannot be ruled out, which may be quite often. A major remaining challenge in this regard is therefore the further development of analytical approaches for distinguishing primary from secondary contact (Niemiller et al. 2008, 2010; Strasburg & Rieseberg 2010, 2011, 2013).

Of course, DH and GH could still aid in the evolution of additional RI following secondary contact. However, the question of the buildup of divergence following secondary contact is difficult to empirically address compared to primary contact because it requires not only resolving the genomic distribution of divergently selected loci but also how they arose and accumulated in already diverged regions after the onset of gene flow. Given these empirical difficulties, the question of the roles of DH and GH following secondary contact would benefit from additional theory. Models have been developed examining how new universally favored alleles causing genomic incompatibilities in hybrids could establish following second contact, with specific reference to chromosomal inversions (Feder et al. 2011). More work is needed to generalize these findings. Specifically, computer simulations could contribute greatly by establishing the
probability distributions of outcomes that are likely in the full spectrum of speciation scenarios ranging from continuous (primary) contact to prolonged allopatry and then a range of times since secondary contact (Barton 2001, Nosil & Flaxman 2011). Additionally, consideration of the effects of the spatial arrangement of populations, even if gene flow is ongoing, also warrants further modeling attention (Cain et al. 1999, Flaxman et al. 2012).

7.1. Differences and Similarities between Primary and Secondary Contact

In the section below, we discuss how genomic divergence might be different and similar when it comes to primary versus secondary contact. A major difference for secondary contact is that in the absence of the homogenizing effects of gene flow, differentiation can accumulate throughout the genome during the initial period of allopatry with no need for physical linkage. Indeed, when many sites in the genome are simultaneously under selection, increased recombination and looser linkage can actually be favorable, for example, in helping to avoid Hill-Robertson effects (Gutter & Choi 2010, Feder et al. 2012b, Flaxman et al. 2012). Nonetheless, there could be cases where linkage does facilitate evolution in allopatry, such as meiotic drive systems where tight linkage between driver and responder sequences is required for the spread of the system within a population (Burt & Trivers 2006, Crespi & Nosil 2012) or when epistatically acting adaptive polymorphisms are segregating at several loci.

A second aspect of secondary contact is that the probability of establishment of a new mutation in the initial period of allopatry is $\sim 2s$ in a large population, where $s$ here refers to the fitness advantage gained by the initially rare heterozygote carrying the mutation. This probability can be reduced substantially with high gene flow. Thus, many new mutations of low selective advantage can establish in allopatry, especially if the distribution of fitness effects is skewed in this direction, than would readily establish in primary contact. However, there are some unresolved questions in this context. How much faster is the rate of accumulation of mutations in allopatry as compared to primary contact? How often do mutations accumulating in allopatry contribute to RI?

A third major difference for secondary contact is that Dobzhansky-Muller (DM) incompatibilities and competing meiotic drive systems can evolve during the initial geographic separation in allopatry; it is much more difficult for them to differentiate populations in primary contact, especially in early stages of speciation-with-gene-flow (Endler 1977, Turelli et al. 2001, Coyne & Orr 2004, Gavrilets 2004, Agrawal et al. 2011). Thus, the effect of new mutations on RI in allopatry is not limited to their direct effects on ecological fitness. With the exception of reinforcement on prezygotic isolation, there are thus potentially more opportunities for RI to evolve in allopatry (including as an accidental consequence of directional selection and drift) (Turelli et al. 2001, Coyne & Orr 2004).

A period of allopatry can also facilitate the spread of genomic features that reduce recombination, such as chromosomal inversions, which are predicted to promote speciation (Feder et al. 2011). Inverted genomic regions exhibit decreased breakup of adaptive combinations of alleles across loci and thus can be favored over collinear regions when gene flow occurs (Navarro & Barton 2003). If such features originate in allopatry, they subsequently can become favored and increase rapidly to high frequency via selection following secondary contact. New chromosomal inversions can also arise and be favored in primary contact (Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006). However, this is more difficult in primary contact because the new arrangement must usually capture all favored alleles together across loci within the chromosomal region it encompasses to be favored by selection. This is less of a problem for a new chromosomal inversion in allopatric populations because allopatric populations are expected to be well adapted across the genome. Moreover,
inversions originating in allopatry can be less likely to exhibit stochastic loss upon secondary contact because they can be present as prestanding variation in multiple copies (Feder et al. 2011).

Despite the above differences, there are also similarities between primary and secondary contact. Essentially, the initial period of allopatry for secondary contact systems can be thought of as providing a “head start” to reaching intermediate or later phases of the speciation process (Feder et al. 2012a). After secondary contact, similar considerations as for primary contact may sometimes apply to the buildup of additional divergence and RI, especially if most existing RI before contact is not neutral. The possibility for developing a more unified theory of speciation genomics can be seen in verbal models of stages of allopatric isolation and secondary contact that incorporate patterns of divergence that are analogous to those discussed for primary contact above, i.e., the spread of RI from the gene to genome level (Wu 2001). Moreover, previous work on cline theory has shown how RI-causing loci can become coupled across spatial and genome clines in hybrid zones, causing the genome to “congeal” (Barton 1983, Bierne et al. 2011, Gompert et al. 2012b, Abbott et al. 2013). These results may thus bear on the expected outcomes of primary and secondary contact once comparable levels of divergence and RI have evolved.

8. ISSUE 3—TIMING OF GENE FLOW AND PRIMARY VERSUS SECONDARY CONTACT: DATA

Studies of genome-wide differentiation are accumulating and have focused on how many genomic regions are affected by adaptive divergence (Hohenlohe et al. 2010, Lawniczak et al. 2010, Gompert et al. 2012a, Jaquiery et al. 2012), how genomic divergence varies at different stages of the speciation process (Nadeau et al. 2012), what the relationship is between selection on adaptive phenotypes and genomic divergence (Roesti et al. 2012, Gompert et al. 2013), and whether divergence tends to be accentuated at protein-coding or regulatory regions of the genome (Jones et al. 2012b). Although these provide valuable insight into adaptation and speciation, explicit studies of how the history of gene flow influences the buildup versus maintenance of divergence are few, even for well-studied systems such as those outlined in Table 1. Thus, we focus below on a few key examples that demonstrate that the history of gene flow has been more thoroughly considered.

8.1. Primary Divergence

One example where speciation with continuous gene flow appears likely is that of different aposematic races of *Heliconius* butterflies (Quek et al. 2010). Studies of divergence at a fine genomic scale between races of *Heliconius melpomene* have shown that divergence is localized to two regions containing genetic variation that has a large effect on adaptive aposematic color (*Heliconius* Genome Consort. 2012, Nadeau et al. 2012). Such divergence localized to two genomic regions that contain clusters of loci with large phenotypic effects is consistent with divergence in the face of ongoing gene flow. Although this example is highly suggestive of primary divergence with gene flow, alternative possibilities exist for divergence restricted to a few genomic clusters harboring color-pattern loci, such as genome-wide homogenization following secondary contact of all regions except those affecting warning coloration and chance or even evolved linkage of color pattern loci. In addition, divergence between host races versus sibling species of *Rhagoletis* fruit flies is also consistent with primary divergence. In this case,
sister sibling species attacking hawthorn versus flowering dogwood host plants generally display a similar, but elevated, pattern of divergence across different loci to the better-studied apple versus hawthorn host races of the species Rhagoletis pomonella (Powell et al. 2013). Sibling species therefore may represent host races “writ large”. Notably, different populations of the flowering dogwood fly form a discrete genetic cluster distinct from R. pomonella across their range, whereas apple and hawthorn flies display divergence between local sympatric populations but not range-wide genetic clustering. These two different taxon pairs likely represent a difference between host races and species along the speciation-with-gene-flow continuum. Further studies in diverse systems where information on the historical context of gene flow is known are sorely needed.

8.2. Allopatric Divergence with Secondary Contact

One system bearing on the issue of speciation-with-gene-flow following secondary contact is that of the North American lake whitefish (Coregonus sp.) (Rogers & Bernatchez 2007, Renaut et al. 2011, Gagnaire et al. 2013). In Canada, benthic normal and limnetic dwarf ecotypes of the fish repeatedly and independently differentiated in allopatry ~60,000 years ago across a series of glacially separated lakes. They came into secondary contact ~12,000 years ago as the ice sheets moved. The extent to which currently sympatric pairs of these ecotypes are phenotypically diverged varies among lakes, likely owing to differences in selective and gene flow regimes among lakes. Genome scans imply that the number of outlier genomic islands does not vary greatly among lakes, but the baseline level of genetic divergence and the size of regions of accentuated divergence increases with increasing phenotypic differentiation among lakes (Gagnaire et al. 2013). These patterns are consistent with widespread IBA across the genome due to GH as well as with clusters of particularly divergent regions, which are perhaps driven by DH. Most of the observed morphological divergence is believed to have evolved following secondary contact. However, intrinsic hybrid dysfunction, which evolves most readily in allopatry, also exists between ecotypes. Thus, questions remain regarding which stage of divergence the lake whitefish may have attained prior to secondary contact (i.e., one where GH was enabled upon secondary contact versus after the buildup of additional divergence in sympatry). The lake whitefish present an opportunity to study the consequences of variation in the degree of genetic divergence and RI established in allopatry on further differentiation following secondary contact.

In another recent study, Duvaux et al. (2011) explicitly tested alternate divergence scenarios between the house mouse species Mus musculus domesticus and Mus musculus musculus. Specifically, Duvaux et al. (2011) utilized sequence data from 57 loci and Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) to model support for each of four different divergence scenarios: (a) allopatric divergence, (b) divergence with ongoing and continuous gene flow, (c) an initial period of gene flow followed by allopatric divergence, and (d) an allopatric phase of divergence followed by secondary contact. Simulations strongly supported an allopatric phase of divergence followed by secondary contact and gene flow (Duvaux et al. 2011). In line with the predictions outlined above, it was suggested that postzygotic barriers between these subspecies of mice evolved during the relatively extended period of allopatric divergence observed in the system (Figure 4). Other studies that have described genome-wide patterns of divergence have frequently reported that divergence is accentuated at regions of the genome with reduced recombination, such as within inversions or near centromeres (Noor et al. 2001, Feder et al. 2003a, Machado et al. 2007, Hoffmann & Rieseberg 2008, Kirkpatrick 2010, Lowry & Willis 2010, Michel et al. 2010, Joron et al. 2011, Nachman
& Payseur 2012, Powell et al. 2013). An important question remains as to whether inversions, or more generally, regions of suppressed recombination, act as seeds to facilitate the buildup of adaptive divergence as populations experience gene flow or whether they mainly function to maintain divergence that built up during an allopatric phase of speciation upon secondary contact.

To better distinguish the roles of primary versus secondary contact in speciation-with-gene-flow we recommend studies that adopt explicit modeling approaches and, when possible, comparison of genomic patterns for populations in allopatry to those undergoing gene flow. Experiments mimicking secondary contact of lineages with known but variable patterns of
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genomic divergence are also likely to be informative. In some instances, anthropogenic disturbances can create “natural experiments” of such secondary contact and speciation reversal (Seehausen et al. 1997, 2008). From such experiments, natural or otherwise, parameters like selection, gross migration, etc., might be directly measured or inferred and combined with theoretical expectations to help interpret patterns of genomic divergence among populations.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Major issues in the study of speciation-with-gene-flow, whether divergence occurs via a primary or secondary contact mode, are determining (a) whether and how genome architecture and different forms of hitchhiking aid in the evolution of differentiation and RI and (b) at which phases of divergence genome architecture and hitchhiking are most important. We have discussed how the circumstances for secondary contact are sometimes similar to sympatric divergence as well as different in other ways (e.g., more DM incompatibilities, meiotic drive, etc., when an allopatric period occurs). Generally speaking, theory regarding the genomics of primary speciation-with-gene-flow will apply with respect to loci involved in divergent ecological adaptation following secondary contact. It remains to be determined how congruent the results are for cases of DM incompatibilities, meiotic drive, and reinforcement. Analyses of hybrid zones have previously recognized that populations can reach a point in which the genome begins to congeal as barriers to gene flow couple. We have highlighted that this may be an important transition for speciation-with-gene-flow. However, much more theoretical and empirical work is needed in this area: How similar are the genomic patterns produced by these different processes? Is it possible to derive probability statements about which processes are more likely from a given pattern? Existing studies point to some intriguing similarities, including a potentially unifying view of species and speciation-with-gene-flow based on the processes generating RI as divergence proceeds. With the development of better analytical frameworks to deal with massive NGS data sets (Strasburg & Rieseberg 2013), and with increased attention to details of natural history and well-designed experimental manipulations, answers to these issues may emerge to yield a genomic synthesis of our understanding of population divergence and speciation.

Figure 4

Patterns of introgression and divergence history in Mus species and subspecies. (a) Hybrid zone (depicted by red line) used to study patterns of introgression between species of Mus in central Europe across two replicated transects. The outlined box shows the location of the transect in Saxony, and the solid box shows the location of the transect in Bavaria. (b) Patterns of introgression within the hybrid zone vary widely across the genome. The x-axis represents the genome-wide hybrid index of individuals and the y-axis the probability of homozygous Mus domesticus ancestry (the relationship between these variables is termed a “genomic cline”). The green shaded areas represent the expected probability of homozygous ancestry given the hybrid index (expected genomic clines with 95% CI; CI = confidence interval). Black lines represent genomic clines for individual loci; clines falling outside the expected 95% CI represent loci with atypical patterns of introgression. Panels a and b adapted from Teeter et al. (2010) and reprinted with permission from Blackwell publishing. (c) Depiction of the divergence history of Mus musculus subspecies as inferred using Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) analyses. White areas indicate water, light gray indicates elevations up to 1,500 meters, and dark gray indicates higher elevations. Subpanels illustrate (i) initial colonization of geographic regions, (ii) subsequent genomic divergence during periods of isolation (represented by different colors), (iii) introgression between genomic backgrounds occurring during periods of secondary contact, and (iv) cycles of additional repeated allopatry during glacial maxima resulting in partially admixed genomes (illustrated by mice drawn with a mixture of colors). Adapted from Duvaux et al. (2011) and reprinted with permission from Blackwell publishing.
SUMMARY POINTS

1. The geographic context of speciation can have important consequences for inferring process from observed patterns of genomic differentiation. Genome scans are often interpreted assuming that migration is ongoing between populations, an assumption that is usually not independently verified. Thus, it is important to confirm whether divergence indeed occurred in the face of gene flow or was purely allopatric.

2. Several processes can promote genetic divergence during speciation with gene flow, including selection acting directly on a locus and different forms of genetic hitchhiking. Divergence hitchhiking (DH) involves the physical linkage of regions affected by selection, whereas genome hitchhiking (GH) does not. A four phase model conceptualizes changes in the relative importance of these processes as speciation proceeds.

3. Theory and data point to an important role for GH in speciation-with-gene-flow, but key evidence is still missing.

4. In addition to geography, correct interpretation of genome scans also requires information on whether gene flow was continuous during the divergence process or occurred following secondary contact after an initial period of allopatric divergence without gene flow.

FUTURE ISSUES

1. Additional studies are needed to compare patterns of genomic divergence for populations that are known to have diverged with versus without gene flow. Ideally, these empirical studies should be grounded by more predictive theoretical models distinguishing expectations for divergence with versus without gene flow.

2. Discerning the roles of direct selection and different forms of genetic hitchhiking on genomic divergence will be aided by moving beyond purely observational genome scans toward integrative studies that combine ecological, mapping, transplant, experimental, and sequencing approaches.

3. Studies of single taxon pairs at one point in the speciation process must be extended to multiple, closely related pairs spanning the speciation continuum. This will allow inferences to be made on how genomic divergence and RI builds through time.

4. Better methods are needed for distinguishing between primary and secondary contact.

5. Although theory regarding the genomics of primary speciation-with-gene-flow should generally apply to loci experiencing divergent ecological selection following secondary contact, it remains to be determined how congruent the results are for cases of DM incompatibilities, meiotic drive, and reinforcement.
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